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How ready are Learning Sciences to take on Data Science? How can we reconcile our classical way of building understanding of the world with the black boxes of machine learning? Are existing methods of research exclusive or complementary with respect to the new computational-based methods? What are the main trends today in the newly born Learning Analytics field? Is it all about Big Data and predicting trends, or can it be used viably as a new approach to scientific research? Can we apply Learning Analytics to all subject matters and to all areas of scientific inquiries, or only to some? Who are the main pioneers in the field and how does their vision set the agenda?

While I dare to argue that we are rather far from drawing conclusions, there are several trends that appear to set the agenda. First, the digital instrumentation of learning or, more specifically, the technological scaffolding and scripting of learning, as it is coined here, at LMU, appears more and more as a must, rather than an option. Second, in a more naïve and perhaps a bit emphatic approach, there is no field that comes closer in terms of complexity than Learning Sciences. The latent or implicit nature of its constructs, as well as its rich implications for science and society, make Learning Sciences the ideal ground for using the tremendous power of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. If there is one conclusion that I allow myself, I dare to say that Learning Analytics is not only a possible and very promising future, but also a very stringent present.
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